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MYRO the MUSICAL: Lyrics
Myro’s Song
My name is Myro, the smallest plane in the world,
I’m flying off on adventures again.
With my mate Gigi, we’re always zipping around,
Come on and join us in your aeroplane.
He’d like you all to see, his new Australian home,
And say “hello”, to all of his friends.
We’d love to meet you too, you’ll never be alone;
Flying together again and again!
My name is Myro, the smallest plane in the world,
I’m getting ready for take-off again.
With my mate Gigi, we’re gonna zoom all around,
So now it’s time to go flying,
It’s all so exciting,
Come join us in your aeroplane!

Myro’s Song for Choir
His name is Myro, the smallest plane in the world,
He’s flying off on adventures again.
With his mate Gigi, they’re always zipping around,
Come on and join them in your aeroplane.
He’d like you all to see, his new Australian home,
And say “hello”, to all of his friends.
They’d love to meet you too, you’ll never be alone;
Flying together again and again!
His name is Myro, the smallest plane in the world,
He’s getting ready for take-off again.
With his mate Gigi, they’re gonna zoom all around,
So now it’s time to go flying,
It’s all so exciting,
Come join them in your aeroplane!
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MYRO the MUSICAL: Lyrics
Moving Day
We’ve waited many ‘sleeps’ for this day to come,
When we find a brand new home with a brighter sun.
Our bags are fully packed for the ‘land of wonder’,
Excitement moves our bodies as we head ‘down under’!
It’s ‘Moving Day’, hip hip hooray;
Australia, we’re on our way!
We’re sailing to the land of sun,
Adventure’s there for everyone!
We’ve loaded the ship, prepared for the trip,
Excited because, we’re heading for ‘Oz’!
It’s ‘Moving Day’, let’s cast away,
Next stop - Australia!
Australia is full, of exciting things;
Furry animals and birds; brightly coloured wings.
New friends we’ll get to know, as we play together,
Beside the clear blue sea, enjoy hot sunny weather.

From the book
Myro Arrives in Australia

It’s ‘Moving Day’, hip hip hooray;
Australia, we’re on our way!
We’re sailing to the land of sun,
Adventure’s there for everyone!
We’ve loaded the ship, prepared for the trip,
Excited because, we’re heading for ‘Oz’!
It’s ‘Moving Day’, let’s cast away,
Next stop - Australia!
Next stop - Australia!
Next stop - Australia!
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Snap!
In the grasslands of Australia,
Roaming through shady trees,
You'll find some kangaroos wearing running shoes,
Moving around with ease;
Can you move like them too?
Jumping, jump, jump… jumping,
Thumping, thump, thump… thumping,
Kangaroos just love to move, can you jump too!
Leaping, leap, leap… leaping,
Never ever… sleeping,
Bounce around all day just like a Kangaroo.
In the woodlands of Australia,
Hiding in shady trees,
You'll spy Koalas there, with grey silky hair,
Eating some tasty leaves;
Can you eat like them too?
Munching, munch, munch… munching,
Crunching, crunch, crunch… crunching,
Koalas always love to chew a tasty lunch!
Chewing, chew, chew… chewing,
Munching the whole day through,
Eating all day long is what Koalas do!
In the wetlands of Australia,
Swimming so quietly,
You'll see a crocodile, floating with a smile,
Hoping to find some tea;
Can you guess what they do?
Snapping, snap, snap… snapping,
Cracking, crack, crack… cracking,
Crocodiles have big sharp teeth to catch a snack!
Swishing, swish, swish… swishing,
Swimming just like a fish,
Crocodiles swim miles to find a tasty dish!
Snapping, snap, snap… snapping,
Cracking, crack, crack… cracking,
Crocodiles have big sharp teeth to catch a snack!
Swishing, swish, swish… swishing,
Swimming just like a fish,
Crocodiles swim miles to find a tasty dish!
SNAP!
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MYRO the MUSICAL: Lyrics
Hercules Hana
My name is Hana, a ‘Hercules’,
Four roaring engines, beneath my wings,
The largest belly, you’ve ever seen,
Inside I carry, all kinds of things.
Through all kinds of weather, to all types of landing,
Whatever the mission, I’m always on hand;
Hana;
Call on ‘Hercules Hana’.
She can be relied on, to fly anywhere that you need her.
Hana!

From the book
Myro and the Bush Fire

I just love being, a ‘Hercules’,
Across the world and the seven seas,
To many places and lands I’ve been,
From Europe’s Cities, to ‘Alice Springs’.
Through all kinds of weather, to all types of landing,
Whatever the mission, I’m always on hand;
Hana;
Call on ‘Hercules Hana’.
She can be relied on, to fly anywhere that you need her.
Hana;
Call on ‘Hercules Hana’.
Gentle, kind and loving, yet strong and dependable,
Sturdy, calm and rugged, her work is commendable,
Help in time of trouble, she hears our call when we all need her.
Hana!
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Good as New
So many years, the paint is all flaky now.
Once so well used, the parts are all shaky now.
To throw away would seem so very unfair,
What’s needed here is ‘tender, loving care’!
Piece by piece; part by part,
Repair, rebuild and then restore;
make better than it was before.
Hour by hour; day by day,
Clean-up, repaint and reconstruct;
be careful with the final touch!
Then stand back, enjoy the view….
All restored now;
All sparkly, ‘Good as New’!

From the book
Myro and the Tiger Moth

Something unused, forgotten or broken now.
Taking up space, perhaps we’ll replace it soon.
But there’s no need; we can reuse it again,
‘Restore is More’, just listen; I’ll explain:
Piece by piece; part by part,
Repair, rebuild and then restore;
make better than it was before.
Hour by hour; day by day,
Clean-up, repaint and reconstruct;
be careful with the final touch!
Piece by piece; part by part,
Repair, rebuild and then restore;
make better than it was before.
Hour by hour; day by day,
Clean-up, repaint and reconstruct;
be careful with the final touch!
Then stand back, enjoy the view….
All restored now;
All sparkly, ‘Good as New’!
All sparkly, ‘Good as New’!
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Best ‘Best Friends’
When I arrived I was the brand ‘new kid’ in town,
New in the hanger, and new in the clouds.
When I heard your blades spinning; saw you winking and grinning,
I knew that we’d become; the best, ‘best friends’ around.
We are the best ‘best friends’ that have ever flown in the sky,
Chasing games through the clouds, hear our engines playfully cry.
We fly in the sun or through stormy weather,
Rain or shine, we’ll always be together,
For now we have become; the best ‘best friends’
We all need friends to help us laugh and have good times,
Cheering us up, when, we need it sometimes.
When I first saw your smile, and we spoke for a while,
I knew that we’d become; the best ‘best friends’ you’ll find!
We are the best ‘best friends’ that have ever flown in the sky,
Chasing games through the clouds, hear our engines playfully cry.
We fly in the sun or through stormy weather,
Rain or shine, we’ll always be together,
For now we have become; the best ‘best friends’
We are the best ‘best friends’ that have ever flown in the sky,
Chasing games through the clouds, hear our engines playfully cry.
We fly in the sun or through stormy weather,
Rain or shine, we’ll always be together,
For now we have become; the best ‘best friends’ alive!
The best 'best friends' alive!
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Rayco Rollin’
Toot, toot, toot; he’s climbing up the ‘zig zag’,
Same old route; past smaller slopes and hill crags.
All aboard; to travel and explore,
Big rewards; so much to do and more!
All year round; Rayco’s on his way again.
Rayco the Railcar, rattling down the track,
Safe for adventure, his wheels go ‘click-er-ty clack’!
Wise, clever Railcar, ‘sharpest tack in the pack’,
No trip is too far, when Rayco’s running the track!
He knows the land and he’s got it all planned,
Come ride on him now and you’ll understand.
Into the ‘Blue Mountains’:
He’ll take you there and he’ll bring you back.

From the book
Myro and the Railcar

Rollin’ low; his wheels will start to clatter,
Though he’s slow; it doesn’t seem to matter.
Everyone, just loves old Rayco’s train,
Ride just once, you’ll have to ride again!
Rattle oh; hear him on his way today.
Rayco the Railcar, rattling down the track,
Safe for adventure, his wheels go ‘click-er-ty clack’!
Wise, clever Railcar, ‘sharpest tack in the pack’,
No trip is too far, when Rayco’s running the track!
He knows the land and he’s got it all planned,
Come ride on him now and you’ll understand.
Into the ‘Blue Mountains’:
He’ll take you there and he’ll bring you back.
‘Ta click-er-ty clack’, all over the track,
‘ta pick-er-dy tick-er-dy click-er-ty clack’!
‘He’s rollin’, Rayco’s rollin’, hear him roll!
Rayco the Railcar, rattling down the track,
Safe for adventure, his wheels go ‘click-er-ty clack’!
Wise, clever Railcar, ‘sharpest tack in the pack’,
No trip is too far, when Rayco’s running the track!
He knows the land and he’s got it all planned,
Come ride on him now and you’ll understand.
Into the ‘Blue Mountains’:
He’ll take you there and he’ll bring you back.
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Freefall
Carefully; setting up our parachutes,
Nervously; climbing into clean jumpsuits.
Check ‘the gear’ a second time,
I’ll check yours and you check mine.
In the plane; waiting for ‘the off’ again
Freefall…; what a great sensation,
Freefall…; keep in close formation,
Stretch out your arms, take control;
dive through the clouds, spin and roll.
Freefall…; all together,
Freefall………………..;
We are parachuting!

From the book
Myro and the Skydivers

Climb, climb, climb; circle upwards in the air,
Almost time; getting higher, nearly there.
Check your place within the line,
You know yours and I know mine.
With a thump; door is open, time to jump!!!
Freefall…; what a great sensation,
Freefall…; keep in close formation,
Stretch out your arms, take control;
dive through the clouds, spin and roll.
Freefall…; all together,
Freefall………………..;
We are parachuting!
Legs together - arms well in.
Keep your head down - chest touch chin.
At the right time, raise your hand,
and pull the rip chord fully;
“One thousand, two thousand, three thousand…
Don't forget check canopy”
Glide down…; heading for the ‘drop-zone’,
Glide down…; see the ‘X’; it marks home,
Now watch the ground, as we planned;
ready to run, when we land.
Glide down…; soon we’ll touch down,
Glide down……………;
We’ve been parachuting!
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Supersonic!
Bang! Zoom! My engines roar,
I’m super, duper, trouper, super-sonic!
Whizz! Boom! You’ll hear me soar,
Across the sky, a mile high, bionic!
See my vapour trail draw lines across the sky,
Catch me if you can – I’d like to see you try!

From the book
Myro and the Jet Fighter

I’m a ‘Supersonic Jet Plane’,
whizzing through the air,
You’ll find me speeding in the ‘fast lane’,
slower planes beware!
I ‘wow’ the crowds at all the air shows,
with my supersonic speed,
And scramble to the rescue,
whenever there’s a friend in need.
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, go! go!
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, WHOA!……
Flash! Bang! You must have heard;
I’m super, duper, trouper, super-sonic!
Kerr-Pang! The fastest ‘bird’,
I’m highest tech, the latest electronics!
See my vapour trail draw lines across the sky,
Catch me if you can – I’d like to see you try!
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See my vapour trail draw lines across the sky,
Catch me if you can – I’d like to see you try!

I’m a ‘Supersonic Jet Plane’,
whizzing through the air,
You’ll find me speeding in the ‘fast lane’,
slower planes beware!
I ‘wow’ the crowds at all the air shows,
with my supersonic speed,
And scramble to the rescue,
whenever there’s a friend in need.

I’m a ‘Supersonic Jet Plane’,
whizzing through the air,
You’ll find me speeding in the ‘fast lane’,
slower planes beware!
I ‘wow’ the crowds at all the air shows,
with my supersonic speed,
And scramble to the rescue,
whenever there’s a friend in need.

Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, go! go!
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, WHOA!……
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, go! go!
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, WHOA!……
If you believe, you can fly really high,
Just set you sights on the sky.
And you will see, your greatest dreams come true,
If you will just believe in YOU!, in you…
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, go! go!
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, WHOA!……

I’m a ‘Supersonic Jet Plane’,
whizzing through the air,
You’ll find me speeding in the ‘fast lane’,
slower planes beware!
I ‘wow’ the crowds at all the air shows,
with my supersonic speed,
And scramble to the rescue,
whenever there’s a friend in need.
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, go! go!
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, WHOA!……
Go Jimo!
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Myro’s Song Mix!
His name is Myro, the smallest plane in the world,
He’s flying off on adventures again.
With his mate Gigi, they’re always zipping around,
Come on and join them in your aeroplane.
Jumping, jump, jump… jumping,
Thumping, thump, thump… thumping,
Kangaroos just love to move, can you jump too!
Leaping, leap, leap… leaping,
Never ever… sleeping,
Bounce around all day just like a Kangaroo.
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Hana; Call on ‘Hercules Hana’.
Gentle, kind and loving, yet strong and dependable,
Sturdy, calm and rugged, her work is commendable,
Help in time of trouble, she hears our call when we all need her.
Hana!
Piece by piece; part by part,
Repair, rebuild and then restore;
make better than it was before.
Hour by hour; day by day,
Clean-up, repaint and reconstruct;
be careful with the final touch!
Then stand back, enjoy the view….
All restored now; all sparkly, ‘Good as New’!
All sparkly, ‘Good as New’!
We are the best ‘best friends’ that have ever flown in the sky,
Chasing games through the clouds, hear our engines playfully cry.
We fly in the sun or through stormy weather,
Rain or shine, we’ll always be together,
For now we have become; the best ‘best friends’…
Freefall…; what a great sensation,
Freefall…; keep in close formation,
Stretch out your arms, take control;
dive through the clouds, spin and roll.
Freefall…; all together,
Freefall………………..; We are parachuting!
He’s a ‘Supersonic Jet Plane’,
whizzing through the air,
You’ll find him speeding in the ‘fast lane’,
slower planes beware!
He ‘wows’ the crowds at all the air shows,
with his supersonic speed,
And scramble to the rescue,
whenever there’s a friend in…
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, go! go!
Go Jimo, go Jimo, go Jimo, WHOA!……

His name is Myro, the smallest plane in the world,
He’s getting ready for take-off again.
With his mate Gigi, they’re gonna zoom all around,
So now it’s time to go flying,
It’s all so exciting,
Come join them in your aeroplane!
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